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A B S T R A C T

This paper aims to provide researchers and engineers with evidence that sensorless ma-
chine variable monitoring can achieve tool wear monitoring in broaching in real production
environments, reducing production errors, enhancing product quality, and facilitating zero-
defect manufacturing. Additionally, broaching plays a crucial role in improving the quality of
manufacturing products and processes. These aspects are especially pertinent in aeronautical
manufacturing, which serves as the experimental case in this study.

The research presents findings that establish a correlation between the variables of a
broaching machine’s servomotors and the condition of the broaching tools. The authors propose
an effective method for measuring broaching tool wear without external sensors and provide a
detailed explanation of the methodology, enabling reproducibility of similar results. The results
stem from three trials conducted on an electromechanical vertical broaching machine, utilizing
cemented carbide grade broaching tools to broach a superalloy Inconel 718 test piece. The
machine data collected facilitated the training of a set of machine learning models, accurately
estimating tool wear on the broaches. Each model demonstrates high predictive accuracy, with
a coefficient of determination surpassing 0.9.

. Introduction

The substantial increase in worldwide mobility, especially in the aeronautical sector, has significantly impacted many fields of
ndustry and the production of aircraft engines counts among the sectors affected most by this trend [1]. This includes the broaching
f turbine disks, considered one of the most challenging aspects of turbomachinery production due to its complexity. As a result,
he highest quality standards are implemented to ensure safety-critical reliability [1,2].

Broaching is a cutting process widely used in the manufacturing of numerous parts with complex internal and external profiles,
igh surface integrity, and accuracy requirements, such as turbine disks, that cannot be achieved using flexible metal cutting
echniques [2,3]. As Axinte and Gindy [3] mentioned, broaching is typically the last machining step in the manufacturing process
f components, so, the process output is crucial in terms of surface quality and integrity.
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Nomenclature

𝐶𝑁𝐶 Computer numerical control
𝐶𝑆𝑉 Comma-separated values
𝐾𝑁𝑁𝑅 K-nearest neighbors regressor
𝑀𝐴𝐸 Mean absolute error
𝑀𝑆𝐸 Mean squared error
𝑃𝐿𝐶 Programmable logic computer
𝑅𝐵𝐹 Radial basis function
𝑅𝐹𝑅 Random forest regressor
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 Root mean squared error
𝑆𝑉𝑀𝑅 Support vector machine regressor
𝑉 𝑐 Cutting speed [m/min]

Actual manufacturing demands a well-supervised operation with a focus on the broaching tool condition in order to achieve
xcellent quality and productivity [4,5]. To reach the level of surface integrity required for aircraft engine components, the condition
f the broaching tool is a major factor, especially in the aero-engines’ moving components [3,6]. The exceptional strength and
orrosion resistance of super-alloys such as Inconel 718, Waspaloy, Rene 104, and IN100 PM causes rapid wear on cutting tools [7–9],
equiring frequent replacement or resharpening. Thermal fracturing, attrition, abrasion, plastic deformation, diffusion, and substrate
rain pull-out are some of the main causes of tool wear [10,11]. Therefore, using worn tools can lead to decreased dimensional
ccuracy, surface quality of produced components, and process stability due to vibrations [4]. Consequently, the integration of a
ool wear monitoring system in the machining of super-alloys is strongly recommended to improve quality and productivity, and
he automation of tool condition detection and categorization is of great importance in the practical industrial environment [12].
owever, despite the significant investment in tools and the high value of machined parts, limited research has been conducted on
onitoring the broaching process.

As one of the pioneers investigating this issue in broaching, Budak [13] proposed a monitoring system to assess broaching
rocess performance by monitoring forces and power signals. His study revealed that internal broaching exhibited non-uniform load
istribution across the tool section, leading to uneven wear. Additionally, Budak demonstrated that force sensor outputs in broaching
eavily depend on the part, tool, and fixture geometry, making them impractical to calibrate for various conditions. Consequently,
urther development is required before they can be implemented in production. Nevertheless, these sensors are still valuable for
btaining a reference force value when the broaching tools are sharp and detecting any non-monotonic increase indicative of wear.

Similarly, Axinte and Gindy [3] conducted research to monitor the progression of broaching tool wear evaluating different
ensor types to identify a suitable monitoring technique. Cutting force signals have exhibited excellent sensitivity to changes in
ool condition; however, their drawback lies in the need to install a force measuring device on existing broaching machines.
ibrations and acoustic emission (AE) sensors, on the other hand, can be easily positioned and their signals can be correlated
ith tool condition. However, due to susceptibility to noise generated by mechanical and hydraulic components, these signals

equire meticulous processing to filter out unwanted interference. Ultimately, the authors concluded that power monitoring may
e a viable option for mechanically powered broaching machines, whereas pressure monitoring is not suitable for hydraulically
owered broaching.

In more recent research, Bediaga et al. [14] proposed a comprehensive approach to broaching tool monitoring, focusing on
dvanced signal treatment. They emphasize the importance of removing all harmonics unrelated to the tooth passing frequency to
nsure accurate force measurements. Their findings highlighted an increase in axial force peaks and the corresponding increase in
achine energy consumption with tool wear.

The most recent systematic review of tool condition monitoring (TCM) methods [15] confirms that the most common approach
or tool wear monitoring is to analyze multiple process signals. Sensorless monitoring techniques that use internal machine data
ave become popular due to the cost and potential impact on the machining process of installing external sensors. These methods
liminate the need for sensor calibration and external sensor investments.

Implementing an appropriate tool wear monitoring system can accurately evaluate the rate of tool wear and prompt tool
eplacement to avoid the rejection of critical components. Additionally, accurate tool wear estimation can significantly increase
ool life and cost-effectiveness through broaching tool regrinding.

One of the top research priorities in the academic community and the aero-engine industry is the development of broadly
pplicable machining process monitoring systems. Shi et al. [16] stated that process monitoring systems are expected to provide
number of major benefits, such as preserving machine tool reliability and in-process sensing of product quality. The time- and

requency-domain analysis of output signals demonstrates the variety of sensors and signal processing methods that can be used for
roaching TCM [3]. However, as mentioned before, the proposed approach presented in this paper uses only the signals provided
y the machine, which limits the scope of the variables that can be analyzed but provides ground for making a TCM system more
2

ccesible.
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The merging of different datasets from various sources in the manufacturing process presents a significant challenge due to
he abundance of information collected. Artificial intelligence (AI) methods have been increasingly used in machining processes in
ecent years to improve monitoring. Ongoing research aims to incorporate data-driven models into the cutting process to improve the
rediction of crucial nonlinear issues, such as condition monitoring (CM), chatter, quality, modeling, and energy consumption [17].
n this context, process parameters such as temperature, vibrations, acceleration, and tool wear are monitored either through sensors
r machine control data, which are then fed to machine learning (ML) or deep learning (DL) algorithms for prediction purposes.
his approach allows for the accurate determination of the optimal time for tool replacement and minimizes downtime caused by
ritical failures. Additionally, other techniques such as TCM and CM, which are related to the current machining structure, can also
e employed in this context.

Numerous studies have extensively analysed various ML algorithms to understand their strengths and weaknesses in adressing
ifferent machining problems. Existing tool condition recognition models are often based on general or specific machining processes,
hich limits their practical applicability to real-world scenarios. Additionally, the learning algorithms used in these models typically

equire a large amount of carefully selected training data to achieve high accuracy [18].
Lee et al. [19] used AI technology and DL techniques to accurately identify the condition of grinding wheels using machining

ound. They successfully developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture that achieved an impressive model
erformance with 97.44% accuracy and 98.26% precision.

Similar studies have been conducted to estimate tool wear conditions using various methods. Wu et al. [20] specifically
nvestigated different ML algorithms, including random forest (RF), artificial neural network (ANN), and support vector regression
SVR), for tool wear monitoring. Their evaluation of benchmark data revealed that the RF-based prognostic method outperformed
he ANN and SVR approaches in terms of generating more accurate predictions.

Cho et al. [21] developed an intelligent tool breakage detection system using the support vector machines (SVMs) to monitor
utting forces and power consumption in end milling processes. They successfully applied SVMs to predict wear progression and
stimate the remaining useful life (RUL) of cutting tools. In another study, Benkedjouh et al. [22] presented a method for tool wear
ssessment and RUL prediction using SVMs. Experimental results demonstrated that SVMs effectively estimated wear progression
nd predicted the RUL of cutting tools.

Kilundu et al. [23] conducted a thorough examination, comparing different sources of process signals to identify tool wear
onditions using various ML techniques, including bayesian networks, K-nearest neighbor (KNN), decision trees, and neural
etworks. The results revealed excellent tool wear classification performance for all methods, except for Bayesian networks, which
xhibited poor classification for several instances.

In this work, two trials, with approximately 500 broaching strokes each, were conducted in a near-real production environment
or tool wear monitoring, finding correlations and creating models. These trials have very similar characteristics and were conducted
ith the same set-up, so both of the trials’ data can be used for the same analysis.

Considering all the reasons mentioned above, this study is centered on the identification of variables that facilitate the early
etection of wear in broaching through indirect monitoring [24]. This article completes the description of Del Olmo et al. [25] with
L analysis and the effect of broaching tool rounding edge approach in Pérez-Salinas et al. [26].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the details about the machine configuration, workpiece
nd tools used in the trials. Following this, Section 3 presents the method for tool wear monitoring, detailing the procedure followed
tep by step. Then, Section 4 displays and reviews the outcome of the trials applying the method presented before. Finally, the
onclusions are presented in Section 5.

. Experimental framework

This section provides a detailed explanation of the machine configuration, data acquisition architecture, workpiece, and tools
sed in the experiments. The purpose of this setup was to conduct broaching tests, collect process data, and apply ML techniques
o estimate the tool wear of each cutting edge.

.1. Machine configuration

The broaching tests are carried out on an electromechanical broaching machine for external surfaces of the company EKIN®,
model A218/RASHEM, shown in Fig. 1. Unlike other broaching machines, the cutting tool remains static on this machine. At the
same time, the rotary indexing table, along with the workpiece, moves along the entire machine’s Z-axis, allowing a higher cutting
speed (Vc). Additionally, electromechanical broaching machines have excellent process capability and accuracy compared to other
machines [27]. Notably, this machine’s best feature is the possibility of extracting motor information and monitoring the cutting
process.

The primary motion of the broaching machine is facilitated by two FKM85 AC brushless servomotors, which are three-phase
servomotors connected in a star configuration (400 V). These servomotors are ideal for broaching processes due to their high
efficiency, low starting current, and ability to maintain a consistent speed, ensuring high reliability and efficiency. To elevate the
working table, the servomotors work in conjunction with a rack and pinion mechanism that transforms the rotatory motion into
linear motion. Additionally, a reduction gearbox is incorporated to reduce the rotation speed of the pinion and increase the available
torque, ensuring smooth operation of the device. Each AC servomotor has an incremental rotary encoder that measures its rotation
3

and angular position, converting the rotatory motion into digital signals (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Configuration and characteristics of the A218/RASHEM Electromechanical broaching machine used.

Fig. 2. Rack-pinion mechanism, linear rule and reader.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the working table and the control loop of Vc.

The entire system is controlled by computer numerical control (CNC) software, FAGOR® 8070, which controls the cutting process.
In this case, the CNC is programmed to maintain a constant Vc throughout the cutting process. To achieve this, the system’s control
loop is closed every 4 ms (250 Hz), which allows the system to overcome the resistance of the material being machined, which
could reduce the Vc. Adittionally, this allows for the collection of data about the engine condition at a lower or at least the same
frequency as the control loop is closed (see Fig. 3).

During the tests, a program reads the CNC variables and values defined within the programmable logic controller (PLC), such
as the servomotors’ power, torque, temperature, and current, and extracts the data. The data is then collected in a data lake (a
centralized repository in a private cloud where both structured and unstructured data are stored) [28,29]. This process is achieved
using an edge device which collects data from the CNC, formats it as comma-separated values (CSV) files, and pushes them to the
4
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the data architecture used in the broaching machine.

Fig. 5. Inconel 718 workpiece disk.

Fig. 6. Broaching tool diagram.

data lake. The edge device used in this work is a Savvy Smart Box developed by Savvy Data Systems [30]. A schema of the data
collection process is depicted in Fig. 4.

2.2. Workpiece

The test piece shown in Fig. 5 comprises nickel-based superalloy Inconel 718, a material commonly used in the aerospace industry
to manufacture aeroplane engine turbine disks [9,31]. Its dimensions can be seen in Fig. 5. This material was choosen for its excellent
mechanical properties at high temperatures (around 850 K), as well as fatigue, creep and corrosion resistance [9,32]. However, its
high strength and hardness also make it a challenging material to machine, resulting in high cutting forces and rapid tool wear.

2.3. Tools

Two roughing broaching tools of similar quality and identical geometry were selected for the high-performance machining of
titanium and nickel base superalloys, in this case Inconel 718. Both tools are made of cemented carbide grades with binder content
in the range of 3 to 10 wt%. However, Tool A has a submicron grade, indicating that its grain size is below 1 μm, while Tool B has an
ultrafine grade, with a grain size larger than 1 μm. Despite these differences, both tools exhibit exceptionally high wear resistance and
reliability against breakage, making them suitable samples for comparison in the investigation. According to the general parameter
to work with Inconel 718, the Vc established for this tools is about 20 m/min, using straight cutting oil to cool and lubricate the
cutting area. Fig. 6 shows the approximate geometry of the tools and Table 1 details its characteristics.
5
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Fig. 7. Flowchart of the proposed method.

Table 1
Broaching tools general characteristic.

Tool P (mm) h (mm) 𝛼 (◦) 𝛾 (◦) L (mm) H (mm) 𝑅1 (mm) 𝑅2 (mm) 𝑅𝛽 (μm) Z (edges)

A 9–11 0.050–0.080 6–9 2–5 3–5 3–5 2–5 2–5 20–50 24
B 9–11 0.050–0.080 6–9 2–5 3–5 3–5 2–5 2–5 20–50 24

3. Method

This section explains the process of building a model based on the signals obtained in the trials and the tool flank wear that
occurs during manufacturing. A schematic representation of the method is shown in Fig. 7.

The proposed method is divided into three sections: Data capture, Data analysis, and Modeling. The first step is to process the
raw data from the datalogger to converted it into a more appropriate format for analysis, resulting in greater consistency and the
correction of any discrepancies. This is followed by an examination of the signals to observe what information they provide about
the broaching process and to decide which of them will be used for tool wear modeling.

Afterwards, the signals are then segmented into zones that reflect various aspects of the broaching process. A zone analysis is
performed to understand the machine’s behavior and obtain indicators that represent the process. Additionally, the dataset is divided
to assess the influence of each cutting edge on the process, leading to the creation of a series of models that estimate the flank
wear of each cutting edge of the broaching tool. Prior to modeling, a correlation analysis is conducted to confirm the relationship
between the signals and the evolution of broaching tool wear. Once the correlation has been established, several predictive models
are applied to detect broaching tool wear using only the machine data. Based on the size and characteristics of the dataset, the
following regression algorithms are used from the Python scikit-learn package [33]:

• K-Nearest Neighbors Regressor (KNNR): Finds the K nearest neighbors of a given data point, computes the average of the target
values of these neighbors, and uses this average as the prediction for the target value of the data point [33,34].
6
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• Support Vector Machine Regressor (SVMR): Finds the best hyperplane: a plane that separates the input data into different
regions in such a way that the mean squared error between the predicted values and the actual values is minimized [33,35].

• Random Forest Regressor (RFR): Builds multiple decision trees using randomly selected subsets of the data and features. Then,
makes a prediction by averaging the predictions of individual trees [33,36].

The standardization and low variability among cutting tools allows us to model the evolution of the process using the large
umber of data collected during broaching. Therefore, the authors decided to use non-parametric algorithms. The authors used the
lot number, power, current, and torque as input features for the predictor vector 𝒙, and the tool wear as the output variable 𝑦.

The KNNR estimates the tool wear by averaging the outcome over the 𝑘 nearest neighbors; to select the neighbors, the authors
used the 𝓁1 distance function ‖𝒙1 − 𝒙2‖1 =

∑

𝑖|𝑥1,𝑖 − 𝑥2,𝑖|. If 𝒙 is a new measure and {𝒙𝑗}𝑗=1,…,𝑘 are the nearest neighbors of 𝒙, then
the estimated tool wear �̂� is See [37, Sec. 2.3.2].

�̂�(𝒙) = 1
𝑘

𝑘
∑

𝑗=1
𝑦(𝒙𝑗 ).

The SVR is a regression method where the predictor space R𝐷 is mapped to a high-dimensional space where the linear regression
may better adjust the data. If the mapping is 𝜑 ∶ R𝐷 → R𝑀 , where 𝑀 is larger than the number of data points, then the fitting
function is

�̂�(𝒙) = 𝜷 ⋅ 𝜑(𝒙) + 𝛽0.

Even though the new predictor space has larger dimension, computations are handle efficiently because the minimization problem
only involves the kernel function 𝐾(𝒙1,𝒙2) = 𝜑(𝒙1) ⋅𝜑(𝒙2). The authors used the radial basis function kernel 𝐾(𝒙1,𝒙2) = exp(−‖𝒙1 −
𝒙2‖2∕(2𝜎2)) and the 𝜀-loss function with 𝜀 = 0.1, so there is no penalty for data within an 𝜀 distance from �̂�; see [37, Sec. 12.3.6].
The RFR grows 𝐵 trees (𝐵 = 36 in our case) and average the value over them:

�̂�(𝒙) = 1
𝐵

𝐵
∑

𝑏=1
𝑇 (𝒙; 𝜃𝑏),

here 𝜃𝑏 represents the process that generates the tree. Each tree is a piece-wise constant function, which is generated by randomly
hoosing a subset of variables, and cutting the space into halves several times until some stopping criterion is reached [37, Ch. 15].

. Results and discussion

.1. Data capture

As mentioned before, the signals of both servomotors are obtained through the CNC software as a series of CSV type files, each
epresenting a broaching stroke. Several cleaning and homogenization procedures are performed on the broaching datasets, such
s eliminating duplicate values, correcting residual values, and discarding empty strokes. Then, the true signal of the variables is
btained by summing the signals of both servomotors.

Once the data is processed, a variable analysis is performed to identify the most significant variables for estimating tool wear
uring the broaching process. Three variables are analyzed: power, current and torque feedback. These variables are the most
ignificant to the broaching process out of all the datalogger variables, as they are the ones closest to the cutting force, which,
s mentioned by Axinte and Gindy [3], is a signal sensitive to tool condition. These signals are plotted as a function of the Z
osition rather than time, since the position of the broach at Z is the same for all broaching strokes. This allows for a more accurate
omparison of the signals and identification of the one that offers the best information about the process.

Fig. 8 shows these signals, indicating that the torque, power, and electrical current signals reach maximums of around 60 N m,
.4 kW, and 15 A, respectively. This figure shows a random broaching stroke of the Tool A trial, which is representative of any of the
roaching strokes for either tool. The torque variable has a higher frequency than the power and current variables, and consequently,
he torque signal reflects more intricate details about the broaching process. The torque signal comprises approximately 4000 points
er broaching stroke, while the power and electrical current signals contain around 800 points per broaching stroke. Therefore, the
orque signal is the most suitable signal for additional analysis.

.2. Data analysis

To explain the broaching process, a signal of a full broaching stroke, the same as Fig. 8, is shown in Fig. 9(a) where the torque
ignal is divided into six zones:

Zone 1: As the workpiece begins to lift, an acceleration is required to initiate the broaching stroke, resulting in a torque peak
of approximately 50 Nm.

Zone 2: As the workpiece moves up the column at a consistent pace, the torque remains constant at 30 Nm.

Zone 3: Broaching starts,so the torque peaks to 60 Nm to sustain the Vc.
7
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Fig. 8. Torque, power and current feedback in a broaching stroke.

Zone 4: As shown in Fig. 1, another broaching tool, named cleaner in the Figure, is found on the column after the main broaching
tool to widen the existing slot. This broaching is done at a lower Vc, so in order to slow down, the torque done by the
servo-motors sinks.

Zone 5: Once the new Vc is achieved, the torque peaks again when the widening tool enters the workpiece.

Zone 6: The torque remains constant at 20 Nm until the end of the stroke.

Furthermore, when enlarging the graph in the main broaching area (Zone 3) Fig. 9(b), a series of equidistant peaks appear in
the image, following the tool’s shape. These peaks are the points at which the workpiece contacts the cutting edges of the broaching
tool, allowing one to see the effect of each cutting edge on the broaching process. It is notable that Zone 3 has a growing, a stable
and an ending phase. Due to this, the broaching zone is divided into three zones, which are displayed in Fig. 9(b).

Start zone: The broaching starts and the cutting edges contact the workpiece, so the torque increases gradually from approxi-
mately 30 Nm to 60 Nm as more cutting edges contact the disk.

Stable zone: Once the maximum number of cutting edges contact the workpiece, the torque becomes constant at 60 Nm as the
number of cutting edges in contact remains stable.

End zone: The torque decreases to 30 Nm as the cutting edges exit the workpiece until the broaching stops.

Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows the torque in the Stable zone, ranging from approximately 50 to 65 Nm. The actual signal is compared
with the estimated theoretical function of the cutting force during the broaching process. This shows that the torque signal has a
sufficient sample rate to observe the impact of the contact of each cutting edge, which is crucial for further analysis.

After segmenting the dataset into the three defined zones, the next step is to analyze the evolution of the average torque in
Zone 3 as shown in Fig. 10. This figure displays the evolution in the Tool A trial. It shows that there is no visible trend in the
torque evolution of Zone 3. Therefore, Zone 2 is analyzed to see the evolution of the torque in the moments where no broaching is
occurring. This evolution is shown in Fig. 10.

The non-constant evolution of the torque in Zone 2 indicates that the first graph in Fig. 10 does not represent the true torque
evolution caused solely by the broaching process, but rather a combination of the torque induced by the machine error in torque
measurements and the torque from the broaching process. Therefore, this error is subtracted, and the result of the corrected torque
evolution is the one shown in the third graph of Fig. 10. This correction is also carried out for the Tool B trial.

As a follow-up, Fig. 11 shows the subtraction to the torque evolution of the Start, Stable and End zones of both tools. The
most relevant conclusion from this step is that, in the broaching process, as tool wear increases, there is an increase in torque in
8
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Fig. 9. (a) Zones of the torque signal of a full broaching stroke. (b) Zones of the torque signal in Zone 3. (c) Comparison between the actual torque signal and
an estimated theoretical function of the cutting force.
9
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Fig. 10. Torque evolution of Zone 3 and Zone 2, and their subtraction with a trendline.

Fig. 11. Evolution of the torque in the start zone, stable zone and end zone for Tool A and Tool B.
10
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Fig. 12. Tool flank wear evolution and its effect on the torque signal.

the motors of approximately 4 Nm. Additionally, the torque evolution of the initial zone shows jumps resulting from the manual
adjustment of the broaching stroke depth. This causes certain cutting edges to remain out of contact with the workpiece during
some broaching strokes. The manual adjustment is carried out every complete turn of the disk, equating to every 89 passes, and
it impacts the torque evolution of Zone 3. On the other hand, the torque evolution in the stable and end zone shows a noticeable
trend of increasing with the number of broaching strokes.

4.3. Modeling

In addition to the machine data, broaching tool wear measurements were obtained using artificial vision techniques applied to
the images of each cutting edge taken during the trials. Images were captured every 30 broaching strokes in both experiments, using
a digital microscope camera. Various functions from the Python OpenCV library [38] were used to process the images, with the
most relevant being the adaptive mean threshold, which emphasizes tool flank wear on the cutting edges. Using this approach, the
tool flank wear area was calculated and then converted to the average tool flank wear.

The difference between a worn tool and a new one can be seen in Fig. 12, along with its effect on the torque signal. Using
this tool wear data, the aim is to obtain a correlation between the evolution of the torque and the tool flank wear. To do this, the
dataset is divided to obtain the evolution of the average torque in the impact zone of each tooth. To verify that a regressor model
could yield favorable results, the Pearson correlation, a statistical measure that calculates the strength of the linear relationship
between two continuous variables [39], was calculated between the torque evolution of each tooth and its tool wear. The results
of the correlation are displayed in Fig. 13, and reveal a strong positive correlation, ranging from 0.4 to 0.8, between the evolution
of torque in the servomotors and the flank wear in the tool. This correlation does not occur in the first cutting edges, because, as
previously mentioned, the firsts cutting edges do not machine consistently or at all.

After obtaining the correlation and before applying these models, the datasets are divided into train data and test data, with a
split of 80% train data and 20% test data. The data from both trials is merged so that the models have a larger dataset to train.

To select the model and tune its hyperparameters, the GridSearchCV function [33] is used to obtain the performance of a model
for a grid of different hyperparameters. To compare the models, a metric must be chosen to evaluate them; the coefficient of
determination, 𝑅2 [40], is used. It should also be noted that this function cross-validates to obtain a more reliable model. The
hyperparameter grid on which the models were evaluated is shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 13. Correlation between the evolution of the torque on each tooth and its tool flank wear in Tool A and Tool B.

Fig. 14. Comparison between KNNR, RFR and SVMR prediction results on Tool A and Tool B, and actual tool wear data.

4.4. Results

Fig. 14 shows the results of the three models. These results have been obtained by fitting the test data on the pre-trained model
with the optimal hyperparameters obtained with the GridSearchCV function. Regarding the visualization, the instances have been
sorted from the lowest to the highest tool flank wear to obtain more precise graphs.
12
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Fig. 15. Model validation — Tool C.

Table 2
Hyperparameters used in the models.

Model 1◦ Hyperparameter 2◦ Hyperparameter

RFR N◦ of estimators: 36 Maximum depth: 13
KNNR N◦ of neighbors : 46 Distance: Manhattan
SVMR Kernel: RBF –

Table 3
𝑅2, MAE, MSE and RMSE of the models.

Model 𝑅2 MAE MSE RMSE

RFR 0.966 0.00308 2.14e−5 0.00463
KNNR 0.956 0.00369 2.76e−5 0.00525
SVMR 0.925 0.00546 4.68e−5 0.00684

All three models correctly match the predicted wear result to the measured wear. They all fit the initial and average wear values
well, but the last instances with the highest wear are incorrectly predicted. This may be due to the lack of data for broaching strokes
with high tool wear. The same pattern can be seen for each trial on the three models, which suggests that the prediction errors are
related to the data from the trial. Of the three models, the RFR model is clearly the best fit along the entire curve for both trials.
Additionally, several metrics are calculated for the different models, presented in Table 3.

According to the metrics, all models display highly accurate results, with a coefficient of determination greater than 0.9. However,
as shown in Fig. 14, the RFR model has the highest accuracy, slightly surpassing the KNNR model. As expected, the SVMR model has
the lowest accuracy among all the models, with a coefficient of determination of 0.925. Overall, the accuracy of the three models
could be improved by increasing the computational power available to train the models, as shown in Wu et al. [41].

Based on the findings presented in this section, it can be affirmed that a reliable indirect monitoring of broaching tool wear
has been achieved. This approach extends the research shown in Del Olmo et al. [25], and achieves comparable results to studies
such as Shi et al. [16], which shows minimal error between the predicted values and the real values using a SVM-based model, and
Wu et al. [41], which achieves a coefficient of determination of 0.99 using random forests with paralell computing, while using a
sensorless approach.

4.5. Validation of the results

The RFR model achieved the the best results in the training phase, so it was used for the final validation of the model. In this
last validation, data obtained using another tool (Tool C) with similar characteristics was used. The same procedure as in the two
previous trials was followed to obtain this dataset.

After loading the new data into the pre-trained model and plotting the actual and predicted data together, the results are shown
in Fig. 15 and Table 4. Analyzing the generated errors, it can see that the mean absolute error (MAE) is 0.0057 mm. This MAE
corresponds to a 13% error in the predicted measurements. Fig. 16 shows the actual wear value overlaid with the predicted wear
value and the difference between them, displayed on the secondary axis. As can be seen, the trend of the predicted wear closely
resembles the trend of the actual wear. Overall, the error is acceptable, although it increases in some areas.
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Fig. 16. Tool error — Tool C.

Table 4
𝑅2, MAE, MSE and RMSE of the models.

Tool 𝑅2 MAE MSE RMSE

Tool C 0.929 0.00568 5.80e−5 0.00761

4.6. Discussion

This research introduces a novel, cost-effective and easier to implement method to model and predict tool wear in broaching
tools. The method involves monitoring the broaching process by measuring the torque consumption of the servomotors in an
electromechanical broaching machine.

The primary data collection method during the broaching process typically involves external devices, such as load cells,
accelerometers, or AE sensors [3,13]. However, Bediaga et al. [42] have emphasized several challenges associated with these devices,
including the need for calibration and maintenance to ensure accurate functionality, as well as difficulties in integrating them into
the machine while maintaining process rigidity. Consequently, these factors limit their practicality for manufacturing industries
aiming to control the production line, despite their high acquisition frequency and sensitivity compared to alternative monitoring
methods such as power consumption.

As noted by Axinte & Gindy [3], the measurement of pressure signals was not considered for hydraulic power broaching machines
due to the limitations of the hydraulic circuit design. However, they suggested that power consumption monitoring could be a viable
option for mechanically powered broaching machines. This paper aligns with that line of research. Instead of using consumed power,
it focuses on the torque consumed by the servomotors. This approach is chosen because other machine signals extracted by the CNC
control are filtered, distorting the received signal and failing to reflect the true reality of the process. The main drawback is the
14
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Fig. 17. Comparison between torque consumption (datalogger) and force signal (load cell sensor) — Broaching cycle.

lower acquisition frequency compared to more advanced devices. Nonetheless, a frequency of 250 Hz has been determined to be
sufficient for the broaching process.

When selecting algorithms for generating a wear prediction model based on machine consumption signals, it is vital to identify
promising candidates in this context. The achieved results align with those reported in the literature for other machining processes.
Similar to Kilundu et al. [23], multiple algorithms were employed to determine the optimal choice, including RF, K-NN, and SVM.
Among these, the RF algorithm displayed superior performance and yielded better results compared to the other two. On the other
hand, the SVM algorithm encountered difficulties in adapting to the tool condition curve, particularly for initial values when the
tool wear is low. This observation is consistent with findings from Benkedjouh et al. [22], who employed a data-driven model for
milling operations using SVM algorithms.

For the research conducted by Del Olmo et al. [25], miniature integrated cell force sensors and piezoelectric triaxial accelerom-
eters were installed in the electromechanical broaching machine. These sensors allowed for recording additional information about
the broaching process at a significantly higher frequency than the machine’s datalogger. This facilitated the discovery of more
information for conducting various tooth-to-tooth process analyses and drawing conclusions, as described in the article. However,
these sensors proved to be highly sensitive to the movement of the broaching plate, requiring extensive efforts in cleaning and
pre-processing of the dataset. Moreover, calibration and installation of the sensors on the machine pose greater challenges due to
the machine’s configuration and the limited space between the cutting tool and the workpiece during broaching, which has been
identified as a cause of tool breakages. Therefore, it is proposed to consider changing the sensor type in the future to mitigate these
issues.

Regarding the relationship between motor torque signals and load cell measurements, as demonstrated in Fig. 17, analyzing the
torque reading enables a comprehensive examination of the broaching cycle, encompassing the initial accelerations and the motor’s
efforts to maintain a constant cutting speed.

Additionally, Fig. 18 highlights that the magnitude recorded by the load cell sensor is lower than that captured by the machine’s
torque signal. This discrepancy could be attributed to challenges encountered while installing the sensor in proximity to the cutting
point. Concerning the signal acquisition frequency of the sensors, despite exceeding the frequency at which the machine’s control
loop is monitored, the conducted research and obtained results consistently demonstrate that the measurement and prediction of
tool wear can be reliably performed without requiring significantly higher sampling frequencies of the signals.

Regarding the variation of cutting parameters, broaching tools are designed to operate under predetermined parameters
established by the manufacturer. Accordingly to Fabre et al. [6] increase in cutting speed affects the quality of the broached slot.

On the other hand, an increase in cutting speed would not allow for consistent and valuable data extraction with the sampling
frequency available on the machine, necessitating the installation of additional sensors to capture the same information obtained
through the machine’s closed monitoring cycle.
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Fig. 18. Comparison between torque consumption (datalogger) and force signal (load cell sensor) — Cutting area.

5. Conclusions

The conclusions of this work are:

• The evolution of the torque signal extracted from the servomotors is closely related to the flank wear developed on the
broaching tool during the machining process, even through the rack and pinion mechanism. Therefore, as the torque on the
motors increases, the flank wear of the broach increases too.

• Regression machine learning algorithms can be effectively used for predicting tool wear, provided by machine data that has
been properly preprocessed in order to avoid disturbances.

• The proposed method is sensorless, effective, inexpensive, and can be implemented directly in the CNC, as it is fed with
information about the servomotor controller. However, it has some limitations, e.g., it does not capture all the information
of the process, including vibrations or cutting forces during the broaching machine. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study
ways to enhance monitoring through sensorization as a follow-up step.

• The method presented in this document can be expanded to include the characterization of various factors, such as different
types of broaches, workpiece materials, and lubricants, among others.
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